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Direct ship quantities are available. If direct ships are paid via credit card, please add 3%.
Prices subject to change without notice.  Prices are based on product availability. 

Rock salt is an economical way to melt snow & ice to provide traction. Available brands include: 
 Morton      |  50 lb. bags, 49/pallet
 Ice Patrol  |  80 lb. bags, 30/pallet  |  50 lb. bags, 49/pallet
 Evco          |  80 lb. bags, 35/pallet  |  50 lb. bags, 56/pallet

Calcium chloride is the fastest working de-icer available, effective down to -25 degrees. It absorbs 
moisture & gives off heat to melt snow & ice, can also assist with dust control.
 Peladow    |  50 lb. bags, 56/pallet
	 Dowflake			|		50	lb.	bags,	56/pallet

Mag magnesium chloride is both pet and person friendly. Mag pellets are effective down to –13 
degrees. 50 lb. bags, 48/pallet

Evco Premium ice melter contains a mixture of Dowflake calcium chloride, sodium chloride, 
potassium and fertilizer ingredients ideal for melting ice and snow near areas with vegetation. 50 lb. bags, 
56/pallet

Mr. Magic Premium ice melter is environmentally friendly and safe for pets. It contains a 
mixture of potassium, sodium, calcium and magnesium chloride and is effective down to -10 degrees. Has an 
orange tracker. 50 lb. bags, 49/pallet

Combotherm is safe on asphalt and concrete, including brick pavers. It contains a mix of 70% calcium 
chloride and a blend of potassium and sodium chloride. Combothrem is effective down to –25 degrees and 
has a green and whilte tracker. 50 lb. bags, 56/pallet

Tiger Melt contains sodium chloride & potassium chloride mix, less harmful around vegetation. 
Available with a white or green tracker. 50 lb. bags, 56/pallet

Grizzly Bear contains a mix of 11.5% potassium and 88.5% sodium chloride and has a blue 
tracker. Grizzly Bear is effective down to 12 degrees. 50 lb. bags, 49/pallet

Melt Smart  is an environmentally friendly mix of sodium and magnesium chloride. Has a green 
tracker. 50 lb. bags, 49/pallet

Great White is an environmentally friendly mix of sodium, magnesium and calcium chloride. Has 
an orange tracker. 50 lb. bags, 49/pallet


